The Ukrainian resistance in pictures
Piotr Wojcik (Freelance Polish photographer)
Discover the heroic resistance of a young democracy, Ukraine, to Putin the invader.
The images, taken by war photographers in Ukraine, reveal a brave and resilient
people.

This is one of the first iconic images of the siege of Kiev: a high-rise apartment
building on Lobanovskyi Avenue, in the southwest of the capital, near the
international airport, gutted by what appears to be a missile launch. Deliberate strike
of the Russians or failure of the guidance system of a Russian or Ukrainian rocket?
The belligerents blame each other for this strike. via REUTERS

Defend Kiev and the presidential palace at all costs. As the hours passed, Putin's
main objective became clear: Russian troops must encircle or even occupy Kiev to
bring down democratically elected President Volodymyr Zelensky and his government.
These two Ukrainian soldiers held a checkpoint on Saturday, February 26 on a street
leading to the presidency.

The impact pulverized the four-story angle of this tower. It is unclear whether the
strike, which took place on the morning of Saturday, February 26, resulted in any
casualties. In any case, the building was evacuated due to the risk of collapse. AFP

Dukas

Like many other residents, Alex, a business owner and resident of the neighborhood,
was sleeping with his wife and three children in a shelter when the explosion occurred.
An initial assessment reported several wounded. Some residents had spent the night in
a shelter at the nearby school. LP / Philippe de Poulpiquet

Defense post on the outskirts of Kiev. Ukrainian soldiers were waiting with firm feet
for the Russians out of their trench last Friday, on the edge of a major artery of the
capital.LP / Philippe de Poulpiquet

The body of a dead soldier lying in the snow in the city of Kharkiv. Behind the body, a
truck carrying a rocket launcher was damaged in fighting. Staging of Ukrainians or
successful ambush against a Russian unit? Impossible to be sure. keystone-sda.ch

Ukrainian soldiers come out of their shelter to rescue the occupants of two burning
cars.keystone-sda.ch

Pause around an improvised fire for these Ukrainian soldiers around Kiev, last
Saturday. We must give ourselves courage while waiting for the columns of Russian
tanks. keystone-sda.ch

Scene of violent fighting on an artery of Ukraine's second city, Kharkiv. The vehicles
on fire or immobilized are Russian. However, it is impossible to identify the soldier
killed or wounded in the foreground. AFP

Kiev, 25 February. Natali Sevriukova weeps in front of her building destroyed by a
Russian attack. The next day, Hervé Grandjean, spokesman for the French Ministry of
the Armed Forces, estimated that "more than 150 missiles, either cruise missiles or
ballistic missiles" had been fired at Ukraine, during a very large-scale
offensive. keystone-sda.ch

Kharkiv, February 24. A woman injured in the country's second most populous city
(1.4 million inhabitants). As early as February 27, street fighting took place there,
with the confirmation of a "breakthrough of light vehicles of the Russian enemy,"
according to the governor of the region. Anadolu Agency via Getty Images

Chuhuiv, February 24. A man collapsed in front of a body, after bombings on this city
in the east of the country. On that day, on the first day of the offensive, Russian tanks
and other heavy equipment crossed the border into several northern regions, as well
as from the Crimean peninsula (annexed by the Kremlin) in the south. AFP

Kiev, 28 February. A Grade 4 student, Polina, 10, is killed by Russian troops
alongside her parents. A sabotage and reconnaissance group opened fire on his
family's car. According to the mayor of the city, the girl's brother is in the hospital
and her sister in intensive care. Ukraine's health minister announces that 16 children
have died since the beginning of the war. DR

Gorlovka, February 27. A family hides in the basement of an apartment in this
strategic and pro-Russian city located in the Republic of Donbass. On February 21,
Vladimir Putin, before deciding to invade the country, recognized the independence of
the separatist republics of Donetsk and Luhansk. Dukas

Kiev, 24 February. On that day, the capital of 2.8 million people woke up to war.
Panicked by the explosions, thousands of Ukrainians try to flee, creating huge traffic
jams and long queues at gas stations. In addition, the population protects itself by
trying to take advantage of the old underground shelters built during the time of the
USSR and the metro, whose stations are sometimes very deep, up to 100 meters. It
lives to the rhythm of alerts and curfews. keystone-sda.ch

Kiev, 27 February. Svyatoslav Yurash, 26, a lawyer in President Zelensky's party,
poses with his assault rifle as he patrols the city center. Authorities tightened curfew
orders, saying violators would be considered "enemy" saboteurs. AFP

Uzhhorod, February 27. In this city in the west of the country, locals make Molotov
cocktails, incendiary homemade weapons considered symbols of resistance. They
could be used against Russian tanks. Dukas

Kiev, 27 February. Mayor of Kiev since 2014 and former world heavyweight boxing
champion Vitali Klitschko (right) observes his phone with his brother Vladimir, also a
former world boxing champion and enlisted in the army. Pro-European, they impose
themselves as leaders of the resistance. keystone-sda.ch

Kiev, 22 February. Crowned Miss Ukraine in 2015, Anastasiia Lenna shows herself
on her Instagram account, with leather jacket, protective glasses and airsoft machine
gun pegged to the body. DR

In a hall of the station, some families recover while waiting to go further. The
refugees consist mainly of women and children. The older ones stayed in Ukraine to
guard the houses and the young men stayed to fight. Social networks are used to
organize transport. Piotr Wojcik

In the Polish station of Przemysl Glowny, about ten kilometers from the Ukrainian
border of Medyka, the exhausted refugees take a little rest after an exhausting
journey. Piotr Wojcik

According to the authorities, 80% of the arrivals came with a plan, because they are
invited by family or relatives abroad. Piotr Wojcik

The population mobilizes to transport them to their destination; many inhabitants
spontaneously come to help them with their civilian vehicles. Piotr Wojcik

Piotr Wojcik, 55, freelance Polish photographer:
"I am a photographer in Warsaw, I have a long experience. I never thought I would
experience such a thing in Europe. I followed what happened in Belarus, but here it is
completely different, because of the mass: there are about 300,000 people around the
Polish-Ukrainian border.
When I arrived at this station, about ten kilometers from the Ukrainian border, the
trains were arriving from Kiev and Odessa, with delays of 5 to 6 hours, and
completely full: each of them contained between 1000 and 1600 people.
Those who arrive here today have sometimes waited for three days at the border, in
the cold. It is -5° C at night, people arrive exhausted and hungry. Others come on
foot.
Here they receive hot food and can call. When I talk to them, they have no idea what
they're going to do, what's going to happen to their children, to their work. They see
no future ahead of them."
Piotr Wojcik

Berne, 26 February. This sunny Saturday, 10,000 to 20,000 people demonstrated in
the Federal City against the Russian intervention. The Federal Council's position was
strongly criticised. "It is irresponsible that it does not immediately freeze the billions
in Russia's possession," said Socialist Party co-president Cédric
Wermuth. keystone-sda.ch

Demonstration in Moscow. In Russia, police reportedly arrested more than 2,000
people in 48 cities, according to a protest watchdog group. In Berlin, at least 100,000
people were present in the centre. As well as 70,000 in Prague, 40,000 in Madrid,
15,000 in Amsterdam and 10,000 in Copenhagen. AFP

Demonstration in St. Petersburg. DR

